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Abstract
ZIO (The Ultimate I/O), is a new framework for analog and digital

input/output. Our main use case is multi-megabyte-per-second bursts on
several concurrent input or output channels; our trigger is usually a times-
tamp delivered directly to the acquisition boards, which are synchronized
to UTC with sub-nanosecond precision. Neither Comedi nor IIO support
such environments, so something new is needed. Within ZIO both the
buffer and the trigger have been modularized away from the core frame-
work; the most common use cases are already supported, but new and
unexpected I/O environments should easily fit the framework. All con-
figuration in ZIO is done through sysfs attributes; all data transfers use
dynamically allocated char devices.

1 Requirements and objectives

2 Device organization
In ZIO’s framework devices are hierarchically organized on three levels. A sum-
mary of this organization is shown in figure 1: on the first level there is the
device, on the second level there are the channel sets (the code uses “cset” as a
short name for them) and on the third level there are the channels.

Device describes the overall acquisition device, it can refer both to an acquisi-
tion board or a single acquisition chip. The device is the atomic hardware
item that is registered then hardware is probed; it can live under USB,
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Figure 1: ZIO device hierarchy

PCI, platform device or whatever. A device includes an array of csets and
device-wide attributes.

Channel set is defined as a group of channels with the same physical charac-
teristics; moreover, a cset includes the trigger definition, so all channels in
a set are triggered by the same event. This is the typical use case for logic
analysers (digital input) or multi-probe scopes (analog input), as well as
multi-waveform output. If your device has several input channels which
are separately triggered, they should be defined as several cset items, each
featuring one channel only.

Channel is the last object of the hierarchy and represent the single physical
connector of the device: analog or digital, input or output.

3 Communication with user space
Communication with user space takes place through char devices for data ex-
change and control messages; configuration happens through sysfs in a general-
ized way, so a generic application may driver different ZIO devices.

3.1 Data exchange
Before describing how ZIO exchanges data with user-space lets define what we
mean for data. Data is a set of one or more samples (acquired from the acquisi-
tion device or sent to it) with or without individual timestamps for each sample;
currently ZIO works only analog and digital signals; use of this abstraction for
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timestamps-with-no-data or other items is still to be defined.

Data transfer in ZIO uses two char devices for each channel offeredw by the
driver. One char device is used to describe data blocks (we call it control device);
the other is used for transferring the data blocks (we call it data device) 1.

The control device returns (or accepts) a fixed-size structure that contains
information about the next data transfer. Constraining read and write to fixed
sizes for a specific device is not a new idea. This approach is the same used
by input linux subsystem; every time this char device is read it returns all the
information about the data, no more, no less. Within ZIO, if a field of the fixed
structure is not meaningful for the data transfer being described, it will be set
to NULL or to the default value. The control data structure is not yet defined,
but it is expected to provide information like:

• how many samples will be transferred in the next block

• size and alignment of each sample

• which trigger is associated to the data and its parameters

• whether samples are individually time-stamped or not

The data device allows the exchange of data blocks made up of samples
between the user-space programs and kernel space.

The use of two different char devices, may sound surprising but we think
it simplifies a lot the design of the framework and its users. The idea is best
described by a set of rules, outlined below. Please keep in mind that a block of
data may be one or more samples, and may be either input or output data. Also,
the trigger we refer to may be time-driven, data-driven, interrupt-driven or just
be the empty trigger (i.e., when you read or write a data block is generated.)

The following rules apply for input channels:

• both the control and data devices use blocking-read

• for each input data block, a control structure is created

• control structures can only be read atomically a single read

• data blocks can be read at will, in several read system calls

• when the trigger fires, both control and data devices become readable

• if you first read data, its control information is discarded

• if you first read the control, ZIO queues its associated data for reading

• if you read the control again, the previous block of data is discarded

• several control/data pairs can queue up in the device

The following rules apply for output channels. The trigger for output can
be time-driven, interrupt-driven or the empty trigger (i.e., when you write your
data, it is immediately output).

1A similar approach is used by the FTP protocol which separates data and control in two
different sockets
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• both the control and data devices are writable

• for each output data block, a control structure is used

• control structures can only be written in a single write

• data blocks can be written at will, in several write system calls

• data is only used when the whole block size has been written

• if you first write the data, default control information applies

• if you first write the control, you can then write the associated data

• after receiving the whole block of data, ZIO queues it for hardware, waiting
for the trigger to fire

• if you write control before completing the data block, the previous control
and partial data is discarded

• several control/data pairs can queue up in the device

With these rules, ZIO offers both data-only transfers or data-with-meta-data
transfers, and they can be intermixed over time. Thus, some users may read
data from a shell script, after configuring the trigger in sysfs, ignoring detailed
description of what the data is. Some other users may want all the meta-data
information for each data block, but some users may want the meta-data only
for the first data block, ignoring it for subsequent triggers.

To better explain the design, let’s use two examples:

example 1 A user-space program reads a descriptor from the control device
and finds that this block of data is uninteresting. It will read again the
control device waiting for the next data block. When the second descriptor
is available it’s returned to user-space; this time the application wants the
data block so it can read it from the data device. The example is shown
on figure 2.

Figure 2: example 1 image
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example 2 A user-space program reads a data block from the data device, and
then it reads another data block. After that, it reads the control device to
get the metadata. data device. The example is shown on figure 3.

Figure 3: example 2 image

The information returned from the control device will refer to the next
data block, not to the ones that have already been read.

To summarize, the policy is this: if you read or write only data, then you
know what are you reading or writing; thus control information is discarded on
input or not expected on output. But if you read or write a descriptor, then
you want finer control on your transfers; so the set of data read or written the
one just described in the control device.

3.2 Device information and configuration
Information is the description of the capabilities of the device (read-only at-
tributes); configuration is the set of parameters that can be edited by user-space
programs (read-write attributes); both kinds of attributes are provided to user-
space through the sysfs interface.

We considered using ioctl instead, but the usual reasons why sysfs is preferred
in other kernel subsystems apply. Sysfs is:

Easy. Sysfs is a file system, so you can easily explore it and access a particular
attribute in it; to get and set capabilities you just read and write a file.

Flexible. As file system, sysfs allow hierarchical organization by using folders
and files, so ZIO can define its own hierarchy of objects.

Compatible. Sysfs communicates with user-space program with ASCII strings.
Text is handled in the same way on every architecture, so there is no
compatibilities problem like endianness or register size.

ZIO attributes belong to two groups: standard attributes and extended at-
tributes.
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Standard attributes are defined for every device (or cset or channel) with
a consistent meaning; for example gain, bit-resolution, max-sample-rate, V-
ref. Each object declares which attributes of the standard set apply to its
instance. Therefore, when a standard attribute exists, its meaning is clearly
defined. Extended attributes are object-specific, where “object” is device or
cset or channel (or trigger and buffer as appropriate). They are defined to
gather for unique device features that cannot be generalized to a framework-
wide abstraction.

Within standard ZIO attributes, all times (such as delay and sample period)
are represented as nanoseconds, all voltages (such as range or trigger value) are
represented as microvolts. Special needs (such as picoseconds or nanovolts) may
be handled in extended attributes.

To ease development of low-level drivers and to avoid long repetitive code
fragments, ZIO takes care of the show and store sysfs methods for all attributes.
Thus, all ZIO attributes are either integer or arrays of integers.

ZIO-core exchanges attributes with low-level objects using the following ob-
ject methods:

int info_get ( struct zio_attr *zattr , void *zobj , long * uvalue );
int conf_set ( struct zio_attr *zattr , void *zobj , long uvalue );

Each method returns an error code. The uvalue is the binary representa-
tion of the attribute exchanged with user space. The zattr structure includes
both the active value and a private data item that the object can use at will.
The active value may be set to something different from uvalue, because the
requested value doesn’t fit the range or resolution of hardware capabilities. The
private data item allows the object to identify the attribute being accessed, and
possibly use it as hardware register number to perform the requested operation.

ZIO attributes are laid out in sysfs as three levels of directories: each device
(and trigger and buffer) lives in its own directory, each cset is a subdirectory of
its device, and each channel is a subdirectory of its cset.

The basic idea behind ZIO attributes is that driver authors should not deal
with the hairy sysfs issues; they only need to define ZIO attributes and related
private data. Moreover, a generic ZIO application may handle a number of
different ZIO devices without detailed knowledge of their internals. For example,
a simple graphical tool may show all ZIO objects that are installed in a system
and allows their configuration. Such an application won’t have any issue with
active values being different from user values, because it can simply read back
a configuration item after writing to it.

Applications that deal with one specific ZIO device (or device family) will
know all the low-level details of their hardware. In that case, the tool is ex-
pected to only write user values that match device features.

ZIO ensures with proper spinlocks that access to info_get() and conf_set
is serialized at dev scope. This reliefs the driver developer from the need to
write its own locking policies, even if two applications configure concurrently
different channels in different csets. However, if two devices share the same
hardware peripherals, the low-level device must deal with concurrency issues.
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4 Non-device ZIO objects
In addition to devices, csets and channel, ZIO hosts trigger and buffer objects.
A kernel module can register its own object set, made up of zero or more devices,
zero or more triggers, zero or more buffers.

4.1 Trigger
Every data exchange, either input or output, is executed in response to an event
of some kind. ZIO offers a trigger abstraction to describe all such events and
configure their activation. ZIO trigger objects support events such as:

Application request: if a user-program reads or writes the char devices for a
channel, data transfer happens.

Time-based trigger: the user selects a specific time for the first data transfer
and optionally a period for repeated transfers. Such time event may either
be fired by software (e.g.: kernel timers) or hardware (e.g.: internal timer
in the I/O device).

External trigger: data transfer is fired by a pulse on an input signal; the
pulse may follow a software path (e.g.: through a GPIO interrupt) or act
through hardware (e.g.: an ext_trigger input within the I/O board).

Data-driven trigger: when the input device is continuously sampling its own
input, it may return data blocks to user space (or output pending data
blocks) according to hardware-enforced rules on the data being sampled.
This is what usually happens with analog input on an oscilloscope.

Each trigger object needs to export a number of attributes to be properly
configured. Attributes are split into standard and extended attributes as de-
scribed above; each trigger object declares which standard attributes it uses,
and lists all of its extended attributes. For example, the pre-samples and post-
samples standard attributes may be used by most trigger objects.

By design, in ZIO each cset is associated to a trigger (if no trigger is selected,
no data transfer can happen – or application request may be the default, to be
decided). With the notable exception of application request, a trigger event fires
a data transfer for all enabled channels in a cset. This means that you can avoid
data transfers on individual channels by disabling them. If the hardware can
handle multiple triggers for multiple channels, it should declare several csets,
with one channel each.

Trigger objects may be generic or device-specific. Every cset may be trig-
gered by an instance of a generic trigger object; for example, a GPIO interrupt
or kernel timer may call zio_fire_trigger() for any cset. Each cset may also
be triggered by a device-specific trigger for its parent device. For example, a
scope-like environment may offer a data-driven trigger that can only control
acquisition from its own channel set (or sets).

An initial proposed list of trigger standard attributes is the following (please
remember that each trigger selects which of the standard attributes apply to
itself):
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• utc-time: for all time-driven triggers (two values: sec, nsec).

• period: re-enable the time-driven trigger with this period (nsec)

• delay: to delay the transfer after the event fires, for example a delay after
a data threshold is reached.

• pre-samples: number of samples to store before a data-driven or external
trigger event (a generic external trigger won’t have this capability, but a
device-specific external trigger may).

• post-samples: number of samples to transfer after a data-driven or external
trigger event (use 0 for continuous streaming).

• repeat-count: how many times a data-driven or external trigger should be
re-armed (0 = forever, 1 = single sequence).

• channel: for data-driven triggers, the channel whose data is used.

• threshold: for data-driven trigger, in microvolts

• positive-edge: for data-driven trigger, 1 or 0.

4.2 Buffer
Buffers are first-level ZIO objects. Like triggers, they can be generic or device
specific. A generic device for example may be based on kmalloc(), and one
such object is instantiated by default in zio-core. A device-specific buffer may
handle DMA transfers and other peculiarities of the hardware device involved.

A buffer hosts an array of data blocks and associated control blocks. It
implements the policy associated to the data device and the control device. It
does so by implementing a set of file_operations to communicate with user
space.

Buffers also offer methods to communicate with hardware. In particular,
they export store_block() and retr_block (for input and output, resp.).

For example, when a trigger fires for an input channel, it calls zio_input_block
(implemented in the cset for each of its channels). The data and control infor-
mation thus collected is then sent to the buffer using buffer->store_block().
When user-space reads the data or control device, the buffer->fops->read()
method is finally called.
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